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UPCOMING EVENTS
2

3

When?

Where?

What?

Aug 2
Aug 2
Aug 3-4
Aug 9-10

Steel Prize Stables
Steel Prize Stables
Steel Prize Stables
Flint Ridge Farm

Aug 16-17
Aug 16-17
Aug 22-24
Sep 6

Flint Ridge Farm
Riverdale Farms
Miller Coliseum
Mountain Laurel Farm

Sep 6-7
Sep 13-14
Oct 4-5
Oct 2-5
Oct 9-12
Oct 16-19
Oct 18

Riverdale Farms
NE AL Agri Center
Riverdale Farms
Williamston, NC
KY Horse Park
Wellington, FL
Flint Ridge Farm

Nov 6-9
Nov 8-9

KY Horse Park
Riverdale Farms

Dressage Schooling Show
SPS Used Tack Sale
Clinic with Debbie Rodriguez
De-Spooking Clinic with National
Mounted Police Service
Clinic with Bill Fields
Greystone Dressage Show
Ole South Dressage Show
Combined Training Schooling
Show
Greystone Dressage Show
Mountain Music Dressage Show
Greystone Dressage Show
Region 1 Regional Championships
Region 2 Regional Championships
Region 3 Regional Championships
Halloween Dressage Schooling
Show
US Dressage Finals
Greystone Dressage Show

What’s Going On 4
Dressage Basics

6

Classifieds

7

*Events in bold are hosted by the TVDCTA. All others are local events that
can be audited for free, but are not directly affiliated with the TVDCTA.
**These events are not set in stone. Check back for changes. (Another reason to read the newsletter!)
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FROM THE EDITOR
Very few thing frustrate me more than horse owners who blindly medicate or supplement their horses
without doing any substantive research on the products they are injecting and/or feeding. Not only is it
an incredible waste of money, it can mean unnecessary pain inflicted upon the poor horse. So how do
you keep from being one of these poor suckers? Well, become a bit of a scientist, and do your own research (read scientific articles on every product before you use them). Be a skeptic, and please remember that SMARTPAK REVIEWS ARE NOT SCIENCE!!!
So how do you know if the study results being reported are valid and relevant to your horse? Step one,
look for “double-blind” studies. This means that the technicians directly involved in handling and
measuring the research materials did not know which horses were medicated and which ones were
the control group. This means that any significant differences are probably valid. Second, look at the
dosage. If it takes 500mg of a drug administered every 4 days to be even remotely effective (ahem,
Adequan….), then you giving 500mg once a month is doing absolutely nothing productive. Thirdly, really read the results. Several prominent joint supplements are found to build up in the body, but are not
found to actually influence joint health. However, the companies are able to advertise their product as
being “effective” so ignorant consumers buy their stuff anyway. Also be aware that being “FDA Approved” just means that a product is supposedly safe, not necessarily effective. Lastly, be skeptical of
why your vet is pushing something. They make a great deal of money off injections and selling you new
high-end joint stuff. They have to make a living too, and this may prevent them from being objective.
So to finish off, don’t be an illiterate SMARTPAK drone. Do your own reading, and don’t be afraid to also look at human studies analyzing the same drugs. We’re all just mammals and thus pretty similar
biologically.
~KLA

P RO DUCT OF THE MONT H
What: Purina Mills Superport Amino Acid Supplement
Where: Harvest Feed Mills (or your nearest Purina Mills Distributer
How Much: ~$30/month
Why: This supplement supports the development of healthy muscles and
connective tissue. It also improves oxygen intake and recovery time. Turn
your pencil-necked geek into a serious beefcake with this great new product
by Purina Mills. (And read the studies on it before you take my advice!)
MISSION STATEMENT
TVDCTA is a non-profit organization dedicated to encouraging a high standard of horsemanship through
the use of classical dressage techniques. The TVDCTA will dissemi-nate educational material, sponsor and
promote activities (such as clinics, seminars and competitions), and cooperate with other local and
national organizations in developing and promoting better horsemanship.
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OF MICE AND MEN AND JOINT
INJECTIONS

www.horsejournal.com

As requested, I’m going to give a quickie runthrough of the current medications injected for
the purpose of improving joint health (or for
the purpose of making oodles of cash off of
the ignorance of consumers…). If you couldn’t
tell already, I am a huge skeptic of joint medications. Based on any reasonably well done
study I have read, both horse and human, I am
convinced that they are basically useless. To
date, exercise and maintaining a healthy
weight are still the best remedies for decreasing joint pain (with the exception of joint replacement); however, you should still do your
own research before making any decisions. Do
not make important decisions about your
horse’s health based on information from
SMARTPAK reviews, a vet who is making money of your decision to inject, or from a newslet-

ter.
Alrighty, so joint injections can be broken down into three basic categories — intravenous, intramuscular, and intra-articular injections. I’m going to do a quickie
overview of the most commonly used ones. This list is most
certainly not comprehensive.
Intravenous
Legend is an IV injectable solution of hyaluronate sodium
(aka, HA). Legend can also be injected directly into the joint.
This drug is supposed to increase/improve the synovial fluid
surrounding the joints. Synovial fluid is like a oil coating the
joints, thus improving mobility. So Legend has some pros —
it’s FDA approved and has very few and minor side effects. But
it’s almost impossible for it to be effective when given IV. The
drug is only detectable for about 3 hours. After which, it is
cleared from the blood stream. The drug is also given in a lower
volume than is already made in the horse’s body daily (synovial
fluid is naturally replenished). So what does IV Legend really
do? Make extremely expensive horse urine.
Intramuscular
Adequan (polysulfated glycosaminoglycan) is the poster child of
injectable medications. It’s typically given once a month at a
dosage of 5ml. It is supposed to build up in the joints and become a kind of “fake” cartilage layer to be worn down instead
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of the actual joint being broken down. It is FDA approved, has few side effects,
and is extremely easy to administer. But does it work? Not really, and definitely
not in the way it is given. The only studies showing effectiveness were injecting
the horses with 5ml every 4 days, and even then only showed a slight increase in
improvement as compared to the control horses. Again, if you’re giving Adequan,
you’re really only making expensive waste products. But if it makes YOU feel better, then by all means, keep doing it. I’d also like to point out that there is absolutely generic Adequan (look it up using the chemical name), they just aren’t FDA
approved yet (hence the ridiculous ads). Ichon is one generic version that comes
to mind.
Pentosan (pentosan polysulfate sodium) is the newest designer drug coming out
of the Australian racehorse world. This is a very interesting drug in that it was originally purposed to
reduce bladder pain in people. It also acts as a type of anti-coagulant. There
is very little clinical evidence showing that is does anything for joints (I can’t
even really figure out how it’s supposed to work), and this drug can increase
the risk for excessive bleeding so it probably isn’t a great choice for massaging your own placebo effect.
Intra-Articular
This is the class of injections that just kill me. The previous medications,
while being largely ineffective, are fairly safe. These injections, however, are
not. So why are they so popular? Easy, they are immediately effective at reducing inflammation, and they are very lucrative for the vets who recommend them. Typically joints are
injected with varieties of corticosteroids. However, Botox (botulinum toxin) is now being used as well.
The most commonly used corticosteroids are Vetlog and Depo-Medrol. Both reduce imflammation
short term, but here’ the big kicker THEY BOTH LEAD TO THE BREAK DOWN OF CARTILAGE. Moral of
the story — corticosteroids absolutely reduce joint pain, but at the cost of increased joint deterioration.
Your horse may feel better today, but he will not last as long. Also, if the injections is given improperly
(they should always be “guided” with some type of internal scanning to insure correct placement), you
can cause bone spurs and other abnormalities.
So Botox is now injected into joints. This has shown to be moderately effective in people (still in the
clinical trial phase), but I would be worried about injecting a neurotoxin into my horse. Please note that
these injections have an effectiveness range of 3-6 months, and the study used a very small and specific group of test subjects (chronic pain not managed by more typical medications, and were not eligible for surgery) and had no control group.
Concluding Thoughts
Overall, the best way to improve joint function is to keep your horse at a healthy weight, feed a good
feed, and keep him on a reasonable and consistent exercise routine. (This goes for your joint pain
too….) If you just must give extra medications, then please do some research. You are your horse’s advocate, and it’s up to you to make sure that he is being treated ethically and effectively.
*All studies were found on pubmed.gov. Just type in the drug you’re interested in for all relevant studies. You may need to enter the chemical name as opposed to the drug name.
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W H A T ’ S G O I N G O N : D R E S S AG E
CLINIC WITH DEBBIE RODRIGUEZ
What: Dressage Clinic with Debbie Rodriguez
When: Aug 3-4
Where: Steel Prize Stables
Contact: Judith Fiorentino (256-682-1200 or
steelprize@knology.net)
Details: Debbie Rodriguez is a USDF Bronze,
Silver, and Gold Medalist. She is a USDF “S”
judge and a USEA “r” judge. She is also a certified ISSA instructor, and the maker
“Success In The Saddle-a Core Fitness Program for Equestrians.”

W H A T ’ S G O I N G O N : D R E S S AG E
CLINIC WITH BILL FIELDS
What: Dressage Clinic with Bill Fields
When: Aug 16-17, Sept 13-14, Oct 11-12
Where: Flint Ridge Farm
Contact: Heidi Rose (fridgefrm@aol.com )
Details: Bill Fields considers himself to be foremost a dressage teacher. He
is open to all horses and students, even those not focused solely on dressage.

WHAT’S GOING ON: DE-SPOOKING
CLINIC
What: De-Spooking Clinic
When: August 9-10
Where: Flint Ridge Farm
Contact: Heidi Rose (fridgefrm@aol.com )
Details: Come work on building your horse’s confidence
and decrease spooking with the National Mounted Police
Service!
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W H A T ’ S G O I N G O N : SPS U S E D T AC K
SALE
What: Used Tack Sale
When: Aug 2
Where: Steel Prize Stables
Contact: Kelly_L._Arnold@hotmail.com
Details: Come shop at the SPS Used Tack Sale! And bring
your used tack to sell. We charge a 10% sales commission
on items sold by TVDCTA members, and 20% sold by nonmembers. Items can be dropped off anytime the week leading up to the TVDCTA schooling show.

D R ES SAG E B A SI C S B Y H E C T OR
CARMONA JR.
It’s interesting how in every book and discussed by every trainer the basics are correctly referred to as
the foundation from which to build from. And yet we see shortened necks, a balance not properly distributed and a lack of harmony between horse and rider. Seems something even more basic than the
so-called basics is missing and/or is not properly addressed.
Generally speaking there is the foundation and from it the progression of the training pyramid. The
horse should readily go from foundational up the pyramid to its current level and vice versa. In doing
so the rider should always be aware of the quality of the connection with the horse. When coming
down the pyramid ladder the communication should be clearer and only clearer to a level of only mental dialogue and an inter play between horse and rider. And so at the very base of the pyramid should
be a joyful playfulness towards the training.
This type of dialogue should be present in gathering the items needed for training and intensifies as
you get the horse from the pasture or the stall. You must be mindful that you have placed yourself in
the presence of another being, namely the horse. The horse’s kinship with humans is based in subtlety
which we seek in cultivating the communication known as "the aids". If at the most basic level we are
noisy with our dialogue in what is visible then we will never develop the sensitivity for the quietness
with the invisible. And instead of understanding this most basic of elements so often another exercise
is selected which only exacerbates what is missing.
We need to be of the mindset that the horse has more to offer us than us to them. It is about making
the necessary adjustments and becoming conscious of how we want the relationship to be. Much is
common sense and yet we are so much in the way of the horse’s nature and its sensitivity. In cultivating this higher sense of consciousness or awareness we need to go inside ourselves and see who we
really are because the horse will be and is a reflection of ourselves. And once we have developed the
sense of this quietness, the connection between horse and rider comes from the heart. And this needs
to be the very base of the foundation that only grows deeper the higher up the training pyramid horse
and rider travel.
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C L A S S I FIE D S

Contact the TVDCTA at
tvdcta@gmail.com to advertise!!!

MEMBER CLASSIFIEDS
SADDLE FOR SALE — Like new 2013 County Connection in black elephant print leather. 18in, wide
tree. Asking $2750. Contact Tammy Bush
(tammy.tvdcta@gmail.com).
HORSE FOR SALE — “Canadian Lady Diana” 7 y/o
Appendix QH mare. 16.1 hands, buckskin. Showing 2nd Level, schooling 3rd. Priced at $15,000.
Contact Penne Mott (ylmbass@ymail.com).
SADDLE FOR SALE — Like new black 15 1/2”
Passier Young Champ. Comes with leathers, irons,
girth, 2 white pads, bridle. Asking $1500. Contact
Kendall Smith at (Edee81970@live.com).

Judith Fiorentino

Kelly L. Arnold

USDF Bronze, Silver, Gold

USDF Bronze

Steel Prize Stables
125 Christopher Drive
Madison, AL 35757

256-837-5475
SteelPrize@knology.net

